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Abstract. Measured (or empirically fitted) reaction rates at groundwa-6
ter remediation sites are typically much lower than those found in the same7
material at the batch- or laboratory-scale. The reduced rates are commonly8
attributed to poorer mixing at the larger scales. A variety of methods have9
been proposed to account for this scaling effect in reactive transport. In this10
study, we use the Lagrangian particle tracking and reaction (PTR) method11
to simulate a field bioremediation project at the Schoolcraft, Michigan site.12
A denitrifying bacterium, Pseudomonas Stutzeri strain KC (KC), was injected13
to the aquifer, along with sufficient substrate, to degrade the contaminant,14
Carbon Tetrachloride (CT), under anaerobic conditions. The PTR method15
simulates chemical reactions through probabilistic rules of particle collisions,16
interactions, and transformations to address the scale effect (lower appar-17
ent reaction rates for each level of upscaling, from batch- to column- to field-18
scale). In contrast to a prior Eulerian reaction model, the PTR method is19
able to match the field-scale experiment using the rate coefficients obtained20
from batch experiments.21
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1. Introduction
Bioremediation is an important technology to remove contaminant mass, especially22
organic pollutants, from aquifers. Application of an effective and efficient remediation23
system depends in large part on prediction of the time scale of contaminant degradation24
and/or removal. Thus, accurate characterization of the many reactive transport processes25
is critical in field-scale bioremediation design [Steefel et al., 2005; Hesse et al., 2009;26
Scheibe et al., 2009].27
Numerous modeling efforts have focused on developing mathematical equations to in-28
corporate chemical reaction kinetics to the transport processes. The most common model29
is the advection-dispersion equation with the reaction as a source or sink term (ADRE)30
(e.g., [Hesse et al., 2009; Yabusaki et al., 2011; Porta et al., 2012a; Ding et al., 2013]).31
However, a variety of studies [Chapelle and Lovley , 1990; Scholl , 2000; Phanikumar et al.,32
2005; Meile and Tuncay , 2006] indicated that the ADRE models using reaction parame-33
ters derived from laboratory experiments overestimated the field-scale reaction rates by34
orders-of-magnitude. One major reason is the “scale effect” for chemical reactions [Lohse35
et al., 2009; Rubin et al., 2012]; for instance, Rubin et al. [2012] suggested three possible36
scaling reasons that batch parameters may not be applicable to transport problems: 1)37
different timescales to reach chemical equilibrium; 2) different transfer rates due to the38
degree of mixing at different scales; and 3) different mass ratios of chemical saturation39
at different scales. Of these, poorer mixing of reactants induced by the increased hetero-40
geneity of the transport media at larger scales may cause significantly reduced reaction41
rates [Dentz et al., 2011; Bolster et al., 2012].42
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Because parameters from laboratory-scale experiments have limited applicability to43
field-scale studies, effective reaction rates are usually used. The effective reaction rates44
vary from site to site and may change with time. The estimated parameters are also45
model dependent and are not directly related to any measurable property of the system46
[Pedretti et al., 2013]. Because of the lack of model predictive ability, an accurate as-47
sessment of field-scale parameters would appear to require field-scale (in space and time)48
tests, obviating the advantage of model simulations.49
The limited predictive capacity and uncertainty associated with the ADRE model in50
practice has prompted the development of other models to incorporate the effects of poor51
mixing. One of these is the Lagrangian particle tracking and reaction (PTR) algorithm,52
which simulates the reactive transport via Monte Carlo simulation of particle collision53
and interaction through probabilistic rules [Waite, 1957; Gillespie, 1976; Benson and54
Meerschaert , 2008; Paster et al., 2014]. Benson and Meerschaert [2008] proposed a PTR55
method to simulate diffusion-controlled bimolecular reaction under incomplete mixing56
conditions. Their method showed that self-organized patterns of chemical heterogeneity57
engendered poor mixing and explained the slowed reaction at late times. The method58
was extended to moving flows, and the degree of mixing was linked to the number of59
particles used in a simulation, which represents the non-uniform distribution of initial60
concentrations (chemical heterogeneity) [Paster et al., 2014]. The PTR method also suc-61
cessfully reproduced the results of two benchmark laboratory-scale column experiments62
that showed the “scale effect” of poor mixing relative to beaker-scale reactions [Ding et al.,63
2013].64
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Moving toward the goal of simulating realistic field-scale experiments, Ding and Ben-65
son [2015] extended the PTR method to the Monod-type biodegradation and applied the66
method to a column experiment of Carbon Tetrachloride (CT) biodegradation. The au-67
thors found that various mechanisms that may contribute to slower biochemical reactions68
(e.g., crowding, enzyme de-activation) all manifest as diffusion-limited mixing. Therefore,69
the intricacies of bioremediation can be handeled by the PTR method. In this study, we70
focus on the application of the PTR method to accurately simulate reactive transport71
associated with bioremediation at the Schoolcraft site in Michigan, USA. Previous stud-72
ies (e.g., [Dybas et al., 2002; Phanikumar et al., 2002, 2005]) noted the scale effect when73
moving from flask- to column- to field-scale biodegradation of CT. Our hypothesis is that74
a treatment of chemical heterogeneity by the PTR method will separate the poor-mixing75
effects from the previous empirical kinetic rate adjustments. In other words, we will test if76
the PTR method using bench-scale derived reaction rates is able to simulate the field-scale77
behavior.78
2. Background
In the 1990s, a comprehensive field-scale bioremediation campaign was launched at the79
Schoolcraft site in Michigan (MI), USA [Hyndman et al., 2000; Phanikumar et al., 2005].80
Numerous wells were installed, including many with continuous coring, to allow high-81
resolution measurements of hydraulic conductivities and chemical conditions. Cores were82
taken across the site to allow detailed characterization of aquifer properties. A line of wells83
(D1–D15) were installed in a manner that allowed injection and/or withdrawal of biologic84
agents and nutrients for implementation of bioremediation (Figure 1c). Finally, a series85
of multi-level wells was installed to monitor the progress of the remediation experiment.86
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2.1. The basis of bioremediation: Laboratory work
Prior to conducting the field-scale bioremediation at the site, laboratory studies [Dybas87
et al., 1995; Mayotte et al., 1996] revealed that a denitrifying bacterium, Pseudomonas88
Stutzeri strain KC (KC), in the presence of sufficient substrate, can rapidly degrade CT89
to carbon dioxide, formate, and dechlorinated non-volatile byproducts under anaerobic90
conditions without producing chloroform, a more persistent contaminant. With this find-91
ing, biodegradation of CT by KC was tested in the laboratory and field. Tests included92
batch (flask) experiments [Criddle et al., 1990; Dybas et al., 1995], column experiments93
[Witt et al., 1999; Phanikumar et al., 2002], and pilot studies [Dybas et al., 1998]. One94
level of upscaling was achieved in the laboratory when a no-flow column experiment was95
conducted by Witt et al. [1999]. In this experiment, a 100 cm-long column was filled with96
sediments and groundwater extracted from site borings. The groundwater was supple-97
mented with initial concentrations of CT and nitrate at 0.1 and 25 milligrams per liter98
(mg/L), respectively. The column was inoculated with KC, acetate, and base (to mediate99
the pH) at the center of the column (between 44.4 and 59.6 cm) and was maintained100
as a static incubation. The inoculation had KC at 1.2 ± 0.1 × 108 colony-forming units101
per milliliter (CFU/mL) and an acetate concentration of 1, 533 mg/L. One CFU/mL is102
approximately equal to 1.67 × 10−7 ppm for strain KC [Phanikumar et al., 2002]. The103
column had 10 sampling ports spaced at 7.6-cm intervals to monitor the concentrations104
of dissolved species and biomass. Over the course of a month, a significant fraction of CT105
was degraded, demonstrating the viability of the technology.106
2.2. Site Information
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The unconfined aquifer at the Schoolcraft site is composed of glaciofluvial sediments107
overlying a thick clay unit, which acts as an aquitard [Kehew et al., 1996; Phanikumar108
et al., 2005]. The top of the aquitard was found at approximately 27.3 meters (m) below109
ground surface (bgs), while the water table was around 4.5 m bgs [Hyndman et al., 2000].110
The natural hydraulic gradient at the site was roughly 0.001, with a general groundwater111
flow direction from northwest to southeast (Figure 1).112
As part of the installation of the bioremediation delivery and monitoring wells, 346 soil113
core samples were taken from 11 borings, repacked and placed in constant-head perme-114
ameters. The repacked samples were shown to be reasonable estimates of the horizontal115
hydraulic conductivity (K) values according to a model verification of tracer tests against116
observed concentration profiles [Biteman et al., 2004]. The K analysis and core logging re-117
vealed 4 stratigraphic zones, with mean ln(K) (cm/s) of −1.26, −1.81, −1.49, and −1.86,118
from deepest to shallowest. In general, the highest K zone exists at the bottom of the119
aquifer. The large number of samples allowed an estimate of the anisotropic variograms120
in each zone. In general, the variogram ranges in the horizontal directions were estimated121
to be from 3 to 18 m, and vertical ranges were from 0.35 to 1.62 m. The overall variance122
of ln(K) is 0.634. Flow and bromide tracer transport modeling (discussed in more detail123
below) showed that the K-field generated from zonal kriging was superior to non-zonal124
kriging [Biteman et al., 2004]. We will use this K field (Figure 2), as did Phanikumar et al.125
[2005], to simulate flow conditions during the bromide tracer test and the bioremediation126
experiment.127
There were several contaminant plumes reported in the aquifer [Hyndman et al., 2000;128
Dybas et al., 2002]. The field remediation experiment was conducted within a plume,129
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designated Plume A, which was contaminated with carbon tetrachloride (CT) [Hyndman130
et al., 2000; Phanikumar et al., 2005]. The CT contamination within plume A was 1, 600131
m long and 160 m wide [Phanikumar et al., 2005]. Concentrations from 221 locations132
indicated that higher CT concentrations were in the deeper, high-conductivity part of the133
aquifer, as illustrated in Figure 3.134
2.3. Bioremediation Method
The field remediation system at the Schoolcraft site was designed to inoculate non-native135
microbes and recirculate the groundwater through pumping from a series of wells aligned136
perpendicular to the natural gradient flow (Figure 1). These pumping wells were screened137
from 9.1 to 24.4 m bgs using 0.025 cm slotted screen [Hyndman et al., 2000]. A total of138
134 piezometers, each with 0.33 m-long screens across the vertical extent of the plume,139
composed the monitoring array to record the concentrations. Prior to the bioremediation,140
a bromide tracer test was conducted under the approximate cyclic injection/withdrawal141
cycle for 20 days to assess transport rates within the contaminated heterogeneous aquifer142
unit [Phanikumar et al., 2005].143
To initiate the bioremediation process, a single inoculation was conducted using 18, 900144
L of KC-laden groundwater through the fifteen (15) delivery wells, which were 1 m apart.145
The locations of these wells (names start with D) are shown in Figure 1. Groundwater146
was recirculated for 6 hours every week through pumping and injection. The recirculation147
consisted of: 1) extracting from every other well (e.g., even numbered wells: D02, D04,148
. . . , D14) and re-injecting into intervening wells (e.g., odd numbered wells: D01, D03, . . . ,149
D15) after addition of constituents (acetate, bromide, pH amendment, etc.) for 5 hours;150
2) reversing the pumping/injection (e.g., pumping from odd numbered wells and injecting151
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back to the even numbered wells) for 1 hour; and 3) keeping natural flow condition for152
the rest of the week. The pumping/injecting orders (even or odd numbered) on wells in153
the first two stages were switched in the following weeks. The details are described by154
Phanikumar et al. [2005]. The circulation and monitoring were conducted for 165 days.155
3. Methods and Models
3.1. The Simple Form of Enzymatic Reaction
Biodegradation occurs as microorganisms metabolize accessible nutrients (substrates)156
to grow. The substrates, including organic contaminants, are degraded to inorganics or157
smaller molecules by biomass [Alexander , 1999; King et al., 2010]. A simple biodegrada-158
tion (1) following this mechanism under certain conditions can be characterized by the159
Monod equation [Monod , 1949].160
S + E
kf−⇀↽−
kr
ES
kc−→ E + P, (1)
where kf , kr, and kc are forward, reverse and conversion (transform) rate constants.161
The substrate S and the biomass or enzyme E form the intermediate enzyme/substrate162
complex ES through the initial bimolecular reaction with a rate constant kf [M
−1T−1].163
The ES complex can dissociate to E and S, with a rate constant kr [T
−1], or proceed to164
form the product P , with a rate constant kc [T
−1].165
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Under perfectly-mixed conditions, the rates of concentration change are quantified166
through the law of mass action:167
d[S]/dt = −kf [E][S] + kr[ES] (2a)
d[E]/dt = −kf [E][S] + kr[ES] + kc[ES] (2b)
d[ES]/dt = kf [E][S]− kr[ES]− kc[ES] (2c)
d[P ]/dt = kc[ES] (2d)
Michaelis and Menten [1913] originally proposed a simple solution of (3) by assuming168
that 1) only a vanishingly small fraction of substrate is bound by enzyme, 2) the complex169
is very labile and decays to free enzyme, 3) the substrate is in instantaneous chemical170
equilibrium with the complex, and 4) the conversion rate is directly proportional to the171
concentration of enzyme. Under these conditions, Eqs. (2) reduce to172
d[P ]
dt
= vmax
[S]
KS + [S]
= kc[E]0
[S]
KS + [S]
, (3)
where the conversion rate vmax ≡ kc[E]0 and [E]0 is the initial enzyme concentration, and173
KS is the half saturation coefficient, or Michaelis constant, defined by (kr + kc)/kf .174
3.2. ADRE-based Model
Employing the Monod/Michaelis-Menten (hereafter called M-M) kinetics, Phanikumar175
et al. [2005] developed a reactive transport model (Eqs. 4) specifically for CT bioremedi-176
ation to account for microbial-mediated reactions, advection, dispersion, attachment, and177
detachment of reactants:178
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∂E
∂t
= LE(E) +
[
µmax
S
KS + S
A
KA + A
− kdecay
(
1− A
KA + A
)
− katt
]
E
+kdet
(
1− A
KA + A
)
X +QsEs
(4a)
∂X
∂t
=
[
µmax
S
KS + S
A
KA + A
− (kdecay + kdet)
(
1− A
KA + A
)]
X + kattE (4b)
∂S
∂t
= LS(S)−
(
µmax
Yn
S
KS + S
A
KA + A
+ γ
S
KS + S
)
(E +X)−
kdecay
Ynd
(
1− A
KA + A
)
(E +X) +QsSs
(4c)
∂A
∂t
= LA(A)− µmax
Ya
S
KS + S
A
KA + A
(E +X) +QsAs (4d)(
1 +
ρfKd
θ
)
∂c
∂t
= Lc(c)− k′c
(
E +X
ρfKd
θ
)
−ρkdesc
θ
[(1− f)Kdc− cS] +Qscs
(4e)
∂cS
∂t
= kdes [(1− f)cKd − cS]− k′cSX (4f)
where we dropped the square brackets when denoting concentration, E is the concentra-179
tion of mobile bacteria; X is the amount of bacteria attached to solids; S is the substrate,180
nitrate; A is the concentration of acetate; c is the concentration of CT, and cS is the181
concentration of CT adsorbed to the solids. The concentrations have units of mg/L, in-182
cluding the mobile and immobile bacteria, which have the units converted from CFU/mL183
[Phanikumar et al., 2005]. For each mobile species, there is a linear advection/dispersion184
operator L(f) = −∇ · (vf −D∇f) that includes the effects of spatio-temporally vari-185
able velocity v and species-dependent diffusion/dispersion tensor D. Qs is the flow of186
source/sink term, and the s superscript denotes the concentration of each constituent in187
the source/sink term. KS and KA are half saturation constants for nitrate and acetate,188
respectively, µmax is the maximum conversion rate, kdecay is biomass decay rate, katt is the189
attachment coefficient of biomass, kdet is the detachment coefficient of biomass, k
′ is the190
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degradation rate for CT, and kdes is the desorption rate of CT. Yn, Ya, and Ynd are the191
cell yields for nitrate, acetate, and biomass consuming nitrate, respectively. The factor f192
is the fraction of exchange sites at equilibrium, Kd is the CT distribution coefficient, ρ is193
the bulk density of soil, and γ is the nitrate utilization rate by indigenous microflora or194
endogenous respiration. The population of indigenous microflora is assumed proportional195
to the KC bacteria and its reactions have the same form as those of KC [Phanikumar196
et al., 2002].197
In this model, a correction factor [1− A/(KA + A)] was added to the bacteria decay198
term to account for the increase of decay rate at low nutrient concentration [Beeftink et al.,199
1990; Phanikumar et al., 2005]. However, recent models (i.e., [Tan et al., 1994; Tufenkji ,200
2007; Ding , 2010]) assumed that the decay rate is independent of the concentration of201
nutrient. Thus, we moderately modified the models as Eqs. 5 by ignoring the acetate202
concentration-dependency terms. The comparison of RT3D simulations using Eqs. 4 and203
Eqs. 5, as provided in Appendix B, indicated that the difference of model results was204
negligible.205
∂E
∂t
= LE(E) +
(
µmax
S
KS + S
− kdecay − katt
)
E + kdetX +Q
sEs (5a)
∂X
∂t
=
(
µmax
S
KS + S
− kdecay − kdet
)
X + kattE (5b)
∂S
∂t
= LS(S)−
[(
µmax
Yn
+ γ
)
S
KS + S
+
kdecay
Ynd
]
(E +X) +QsSs (5c)
R
∂c
∂t
= Lc(c)− k′(E +X)c+Qscs (5d)
where R = 1 + ρfKd/θ is the linear, instantaneous retardation factor for CT.206
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This ADRE-type model was applied to simulate a series of tests of CT biodegradation,207
from column-scale experiments [Witt et al., 1999; Phanikumar et al., 2002] to field-scale208
pilot studies [Dybas et al., 1998; Phanikumar et al., 2005]. This model is also used in209
this study for comparison with simulations using the PTR method, which simulates the210
reactions as a series of elementary steps.211
3.3. Particle Tracking Method
The PTR method used here simulates chemical reactions through probabilistic rules of212
particle collisions, interactions, and transformations. For a bimolecular reaction, the po-213
tential reaction between any two particles is based on an explicit calculation of co-location214
probability multiplied by independent thermodynamic probability that two particles react215
upon co-location [Benson and Meerschaert , 2008; Ding et al., 2013; Paster et al., 2014].216
Using the PTR method, the biodegradation or enzymatic reactions, as illustrated in217
equation (1), can be simulated as a series of chemical reactions or elementary steps (2).218
The initial bimolecular reaction that transforms the substrate to the enzyme-complex219
(i.e., the first part of the reaction: S + E → ES) is characterized by a second-order220
kinetics: d[S]/dt = −kf [E][S]. Assuming each E and S particle carries the same amount221
of mass mp = Ω[S]0/NS(t = 0), where Ω [L
d] is the domain size in d-dimensions, [S]0 is the222
average initial concentration of S [M], and NS(t = 0) is the initial number of S particles,223
the probability comprises a co-location density function v(s) and the thermodynamic224
probability function [Benson and Meerschaert , 2008]:225
P (react) = kf∆tmpv(s) (6)
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where ∆t is the numerical time step size and s is the separation of any pair of S and E226
particles.227
The co-location probability density function is the convolution of the individual mo-228
tion densities of two reactant particles (S and E) over a short time period: v(s) =229 ∫
fS(x)fE(s + x)dx, where fS(x) and fE(x) denote the motion densities of S and E230
particles away from their current positions through diffusion. Each is a Gaussian den-231
sity if particles diffuse under Brownian motion (see details in Benson and Meerschaert232
[2008]; Benson et al. [2013]). The reaction probability P (react) is compared with a ran-233
dom number uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. If the probability of the reaction is234
larger than the random number, the two particles are converted to an intermediate ES235
complex particle. This reaction calculation requires that kf∆tmpv(s = 0) < 1 [Benson236
and Meerschaert , 2008]. Other forms of bimolecular reaction, such as A + B → 0 and237
A+B → C +D, can be simulated similarly.238
For the monomolecular reactions with first-order kinetics of the general form dC/dt =239
−kC, including the reverse dissociation reaction (ES → E + S) and transform reaction240
(ES → P ), the density of particles N represents the local concentration C, thus the reac-241
tions can be expressed as dN/dt = −kN . For a small time step, ∆t, the fraction change of242
numbers of particles is ∆N/N = −k∆t. If the particle transitions are independent of each243
other, the left hand side is the probability that any particle will transform. In any time244
step, each particle is chosen and if k∆t is greater than a uniform random variable [0, 1],245
the particle is converted. This first-order kinetics simulation requires that k∆t < 0.1 for246
suitable accuracy.247
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The series of reactions (2a)-(2d), which characterize the M-M type of reaction that248
bacteria consume substrate and nutrients, are simulated as follows. For every time step,249
each E particle is selected sequentially to find nearby S particles, and the probability of250
co-location for each pair S and E particles is calculated. If one reaction occurs, an inter-251
mediate particle ES is placed randomly between the pair of reactant particles, which are252
removed. The intermediate particle ES either transforms to a product particle, or reverses253
to the initial S and E particles, or stays intact. These three processes are independent254
and are characterized with the first-order kinetics, one random number is generated to255
check the probability for each of the reaction processes at a time step. The impact on the256
reaction from the locations of released S and E particles was found to be minor [Ding and257
Benson, 2015]. Thus, we assume here that the released reactant particles are randomly258
distributed around the intermediate particle within a diffusion distance
√
2D∆t.259
3.4. Particle Transport Model
Our goal is to assess the differences in the transport and reaction algorithms, not to re-260
create the underlying hydraulics at the site. To that end, we use the exact 3-dimensional261
velocity fields that were generated (using MODFLOW) in the initial study [Phanikumar262
et al., 2005]. Between each reaction step, each particle is moved based on its specific263
location and flow field around it using the numerical random walk particle tracking code264
RW3D [Ferna`ndez-Garcia et al., 2005].265
RW3D simulates solute transport by partitioning the solute mass into a large number266
of representative particles. The evolution of a particle’s location is driven by a drift term267
that includes the advective movement, and a superposed Brownian motion responsible268
for dispersion. The displacement of a particle is modified from the Itoˆ-Taylor integration269
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scheme by substituting the drift vector with modified velocity vector that includes the270
effects of a gradient of the dispersion tensor components [Salamon et al., 2006]:271
Xp(t+ ∆t) = Xp(t) + ∆t[v(Xp(t)) +∇ ·D(Xp(t))] +
√
2D(Xp(t))∆t · ξ, (7)
where ∆t is the time step, Xp(t) is the position of a particle at time t, v is the velocity272
vector, D is the dispersion coefficient tensor made diagonal in the direction of transport,273
and ξ is a vector of independent standard normal random variables. The random walk274
code uses a hybrid scheme for the velocity interpolation that provides divergence-free275
velocity fields and a continuous dispersion tensor field that enforces mass balance at grid276
interfaces of adjacent cells with any degree of hydraulic conductivity contrast [Salamon277
et al., 2006].278
3.5. Schematic of Modeling Procedure
A schematic of calculation algorithm of the PTR simulations, with the developed par-279
ticle tracking algorithm of reactions incorporated into the flow code, is shown in Figure280
4. The growth and decay of microbe and attachment/detachment processes are also sim-281
ulated as elementary steps, at the same time as chemical reactions. At any time step, the282
simulation follows the model procedures: i) the bacteria KC and CT experience attach-283
ment and detachment processes, which are assumed to follow a linear isotherm (see e.g.284
[Benson and Bolster , 2016]). These processes follow first-order kinetics; ii) The biomass285
particles are looped over to find all potential nitrate particles that may bind together into286
the intermediate complex in the presence of sufficient amount of electron donor, acetate,287
as described in Section 3.3; iii) The complex either transforms to the product, reverses288
back to the reactants, or stays as the complex intact. If the intermediate complex particle289
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transforms to a product, the bacteria particle is released; at the same time, the bacteria290
grow at the rate of growth yield. If the reverse reaction occurs, a substrate and a biota291
particle are regenerated. iv) Concurrently with reactions between biomass and substrate292
(ii and iii), the degradation of CT by bacteria is simulated as a bimolecular reaction. v)293
The biomass is also experiences decay. The decay term is simulated as the first-order294
kinetics related to mass/concentration of bacteria. vi) The mobile particles move via295
random walks after the elementary steps to the next time step.296
The elementary steps and model parameters, as quantified in Eqs. 5, are listed in297
Table 1. Reactions also occur to immobile particles (including the attached KC and298
adsorbed CT), similar as those steps shown in Figure 4. However, the probability function,299
particularly the co-location density, for the bimolecular reaction is modified to account300
for the immobility of attached particles, as described by Ding and Benson [2015].301
4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Kinetic Parameters
The PTR model uses kinetic parameters from batch experiments directly in the simula-302
tion. As introduced in Section 2.1, a series of batch experiments under different conditions303
were conducted to estimate the reaction rates prior to the column- and field-scale studies.304
The batch parameters used for the simulation are tabulated in Table 2. For instance, in305
evaluating the role of trace metals on CT degradation rate, Tatara et al. [1993] found that306
the second-order rate coefficient decreased as culture age increased from 48 to 72 hours,307
which were the time for the culture to grow for the inoculation [Dybas et al., 1995; Del C.308
Sepulveda-Torres et al., 1999]. Phanikumar et al. [2002, 2005] reported the reaction rate309
as 2.70 L mg−1day−1 by taking the reaction rate for cultures aged 72 hours and grown310
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under iron-limiting conditions without the precipitate in [Tatara et al., 1993]. In addi-311
tion, the microbial decay rate, which is the only parameter not measured directly, was312
from literature, however, the value was shown to be applicable in the simulation of CT313
biodegradation [Phanikumar et al., 2002].314
4.2. Simulation of the Column Experiment in Witt et al. [1999]
The capability of the PTR method for biodegradation reactions was tested first on315
a column-scale experiment. We incorporated the PTR simulation of reactions into the316
RW3D code to simulate the column experiment conducted by Witt et al. [1999], as intro-317
duced in Section 2.1, for verification. The simulation used the procedures introduced in318
Section 3.5, except that the mobile particles diffuse via random walks with different diffu-319
sion coefficients for the solutes and biomass. Possibly due to the heterogeneities, whether320
physical, biological, or chemical, the measured initial concentrations (ICs) at different321
sampling ports at day 0 were not uniform through the column length [Witt et al., 1999].322
To represent the non-uniform initial condition, the particles were assigned individually in323
the 12 sections, which are separated by the 10 ports, based on the concentrations mea-324
sured at adjacent ports. Figures 5a and 5b show the simulations of PTR model for CT325
and nitrate, respectively, at days 2 and 26. This heterogeneous IC is reflected in the asym-326
metric concentrations at later time. We ran 150 simulations and obtained the smoothed327
concentration profiles by simple binning of particle numbers to account for the stochastic328
nature of the simulations. The plots reflect the mean values plus or minus one standard329
deviation. With the total domain initial number of particles of 3,300, 2,640, and 13 (pro-330
portional to the initial concentrations) assigned to nitrate, biomass, and CT, the PTR331
model in RW3D when populated with the batch rate parameters showed good matches of332
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measured concentrations in the column experiment. The simulation was consistent with333
[Ding and Benson, 2015], in which the same column experiment was simulated with the334
PTR model in a Matlab code.335
In contrast, the ADRE type of model (Eq. (5)) needed to adjust the effective kinetic336
parameters to match column measurements [Phanikumar et al., 2002; Ding and Benson,337
2015]. In particular, because of incomplete mixing and lower apparent transport rates,338
the fitted CT reaction rate k′ was reduced more than an order-of-magnitude, from 2.70 to339
0.189 L mg−1day−1. Additionally, the decay rate of microbes was increased from 0.10 to340
0.221 day−1, and the detachment coefficient was changed from 0.018 to 0.043 day−1. In341
a later column experiment under flowing conditions [Phanikumar and Hyndman, 2003],342
the degradation rate of CT was lowered further to 0.121 L mg−1day−1. The comparison343
of kinetic parameters values are listed in Table 2.344
4.3. Simulation of Field-scale Non-reactive Tracer Test
As shown in the previous section (4.2) and in [Ding and Benson, 2015], the PTR method345
was able to simulate the relatively small degree of upscaling from batch to column scales346
without adjusting reaction rates. The reduced degree of mixing was achieved by fitting347
the particle numbers. These numbers should be exactly determined by the concentration348
autocorrelation function(s) [Paster et al., 2014]. Because this data is available for the field349
site, we hypothesize that the particle method can accurately simulate the field experiment350
without adjusting any rate parameters from their thermodynamics, batch-scale values, as351
long as the velocities are well represented by the particles. This hypothesis follows from352
an analysis of the subgrid velocity and concentration fluctuation terms in the ADRE that353
need to be accounted for to numerically track imperfect mixing (D).354
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Prior to bioremediation at the Schoolcraft site, a non-reactive tracer test using bromide355
was conducted for 20 days [Phanikumar et al., 2005]. For the first five hours, groundwater356
was pumped out of the odd numbered wells (D01, D03, . . . , D15) at a total rate of357
approximately 9.085 m3/hr. The extracted water, with the addition of Br− at different358
concentrations (from 14 to 18 mg/L), was injected into the even numbered wells (D02,359
D04, . . . , D14), see the locations of wells in Figure 1. Then approximately 9.085 m3360
groundwater was pumped out of the even-numbered wells for one hour and injected back361
into the odd-numbered wells after Br− was added at the concentration of 23.5 mg/L.362
After the pumping-injection cycle, the natural flow condition was maintained until day363
20. The breakthrough curves of Br− were recorded at five monitoring wells (9, 10, 11, 12,364
and 13, as shown in Figure 1) each with five slotted intervals of 0.609 m at depths of 10.7365
m, 13.7 m, 16.8 m, 19.84 m, and 22.9 m bgs, respectively [Hyndman et al., 2000]. These366
depths correspond to approximately 35, 45, 55, 65, and 75 feet below ground surface,367
which was how the five intervals were named.368
Phanikumar et al. [2005] used MODFLOW on the grid shown in Figure 1b to calcu-369
late heads and discharges. On the same grid, they applied the RT3D model, a mixed370
Lagrangian and Eulerian finite-difference (FD) implementation of the ADRE, to simulate371
the transport of the tracer. The advection is (mostly) performed by particles in the hybrid372
method of characteristics (HMOC), but the dispersion and reaction operations are per-373
formed by averaging particle concentrations back to a grid for standard FD calculations.374
Through calibration, they found that the RT3D model with a longitudinal dispersivity375
value of 0.01 m and effective porosity of 0.3 matched the field measurements. The rel-376
atively small dispersion coefficient implied that the variations of velocity were captured377
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with the heterogeneous and nonstationary kriged hydraulic conductivity field. Moreover,378
the relatively rapid breakthrough of tracer (and higher mass recovery) in the deeper re-379
gion, and slow and low concentration breakthrough in the shallow region reflected the380
different hydraulic conductivity zones.381
Using the exact same velocities from the MODFLOW model, we simulated the bromide382
tracer transport using the RW3D model. The re-circulation process was simulated as383
extracting particles within a radius of 0.1 m of pumping wells and transferring them to384
the injection wells. The injected particles were distributed randomly within the screened385
interval of injection wells with probability based on the flux rates at different depths. The386
PTR method simulated the injection, re-circulation, and transport of 94, 100 particles387
representing the total mass of 94.1 grams of Br− in the system. We chose the number for388
the balance of simulation variations and the computation time for a single run, because389
the numbers of particle do not affect the average of simulated results in the conservative390
tracer simulation. A small number of particles would lead to a high variation of the391
simulations, but less computation time for each run. Through model tests, the number392
of particles used (94, 100) based on the assumption that each particle carries 1 mg mass393
was sufficient to obtain a smooth curve of simulation.394
The mean breakthrough curves (normalized by a concentration of 30 mg/L) from an395
ensemble of 50 PT (RW3D) simulations match somewhat better than those of RT3D model396
(Fig. 6). In particular, the total mass recovery is better for the PT method in 16 of the 25397
observation locations, and the RMSE is lower in 24 of the 25 locations (Fig. 6). The means398
of the ensemble of PT models are used in the comparison. Mass recovery is calculated399
using the Matlab function trapz, which calculates the area under a set of concentration400
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data by breaking the region into trapezoids. The RMSE is the square root of the sum401
of square differences between simulations and measurements. When these values are not402
coincident in time, the simulation values are interpolated to the measurement times using403
Matlab interp1 function. It is important to stress that we seek to compare RW3D and404
RT3D when reactions are included, so that we have not tried to make the new model fit405
the Br− data any better. The better fits are simply a result of zero numerical dispersion406
and a better representation of incomplete mixing in the PTR model—this feature tends407
to keep the Br− more separated in layers than the FD model can simulate.408
Through a limited trial-and-error effort, we found that RW3D performed well enough409
with a longitudinal dispersivity value of 0.03 m, which is larger than that of RT3D model410
(0.01 m). The difference is due to either numerical dispersion generated from discretization411
in the FD scheme and/or recirculation well concentration calculation methods. Regarding412
to the first point, finer mesh or sub-scale grid models (e.g., regridding the RT3D model)413
might allow the dispersivities to match, but that effort is irrelevant to this study. The414
RT3D concentrations of groundwater pumped out from wells were weighted by the hy-415
draulic conductivity of model cells that the pumping wells penetrate, rather than trans-416
missivity, which overestimated the contribution from the layers with small thicknesses417
and underestimated the contribution from layers with large thicknesses. However, the418
two models match the measurements remarkably well, so that the RW3D model can be419
applied to the bioremediation experiment to assess the effect of maintaining batch-scale420
reaction rates in the field-scale model.421
4.4. Simulation of the field-scale bioremediation
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Our goal here is to compare the Eulerian and PTR methods, so we duplicate as closely422
as possible the modeling efforts of Phanikumar et al. [2005]. We incorporated the reactions423
listed in Eqs. (5) into the RW3D code to simulate the field-scale CT biodegradation. The424
initial condition and boundary conditions were consistent with those in the RT3D model425
[Phanikumar et al., 2005]. As described in Section 2.2, the aquifer had a plume of CT426
at concentrations from 1.23 to 42.9 µg/L and nitrate concentrations from 21.62 mg/L to427
44.25 mg/L from 10.6 m bgs to the top of the aquitard (27.3 m bgs). The RW3D model428
simulates the transport of CT and nitrate without any reaction for the first 67 days. At429
this point, the inoculation medium (with KC and acetate) was added, the bacteria then430
consume nitrate and acetate to grow and biodegrade CT. Thoughout the bioremediation,431
the pumping-injection recirculation scheme was conducted as described in Section 2.3 and432
4.3 (see details in [Phanikumar et al., 2005]).433
Regarding the initial conditions for the particle simulations, Paster et al. [2014] showed434
that the number of particles is directly related to the “smoothness” of the initial con-435
centrations, as given by the autocovariance functions of the concentration fluctuations.436
In other words, the particles represent concentration fluctuations as well as the mean,437
so the number is important for accurate reactant interaction probabilities (see Appendix438
A). They equated the effective correlation function for the Dirac-delta particles and the439
covariance function of measured concentration data C to find that the particle density440
(in d-dimensions) should follow ρ ≈ C¯20/(σ2C ld), where C¯0 is the mean concentration, σ2C441
is concentration variance, and ld is the autocorrelation volume, or the integral of the442
correlation function in d-dimensions. Ideally, the CT concentrations from groundwater443
samples would be used to estimate the autocovariance function. We only have the CT444
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concentrations that were kriged from the original data and used in the RT3D model.445
We calculated the autocovariance function from these initial conditions separately in the446
horizontal and vertical directions (Appendix A). In the vertical direction, we estimated447
an average particle density of approximately 2 particles per meter. In the horizontal di-448
rection, we estimated a much lower density (because of greater correlation lengths in the449
horizontal space) of approximately 0.1 to 0.3 particles per square meter. To save com-450
putation time, only initial concentrations within the well field area were considered. The451
appropriate well field area was determined by MODFLOW capture zone analysis (traced452
by backward tracking of inert particles), which suggested that only the area 0 < x < 42453
m, 15 < y < 41 m, and 2 < z < 20 m are inside the influence of the well field for the454
duration of this test. So the volume of aquifer in which we simulate transport and reaction455
is 42 m × 26 m in area × 18 m thick and must contain an initial distribution of 4, 000 to456
12, 000 CT particles based on the CT spatial statistics (Appendix A).457
One main objective using the PTR method is to evaluate if the observed overall reduced458
reaction rates in the field scale can be attributed to the incomplete mixing. Therefore, the459
PTR model within RW3D used all prior laboratory (batch) parameters. This is different460
from the RT3D model, which overpredicted degradation significantly using the laboratory461
CT reaction rate k′.462
Because the concentration of injected acetate (electron donor) was more than 20 times463
higher (800 versus 30 mg/L) than that of nitrate (electron acceptor), the concentration464
profile of acetate was reported to resemble that of non-reactive tracer Br−, even though465
a small amount of acetate is consumed during the reactive transport [Witt et al., 1999;466
Phanikumar et al., 2005]. Hence, for the sake of brevity, we only show the comparison467
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of simulated and observed concentrations of CT and nitrate at monitoring wells. The468
simulation results include those from the RT3D model from [Phanikumar et al., 2005] and469
the PTR method within RW3D. Concentrations of CT and nitrate were measured at wells470
9, 10, 11, 12 and 13 at five observation depths, 10.7 m, 13.7 m, 16.8 m, 19.84 m, and 22.9 m471
bgs. The breakthrough curves of CT and nitrate were normalized with concentrations of472
0.032 and 42 mg/L, respectively [Phanikumar et al., 2005]. The measured and simulated473
breakthrough curves of CT and nitrate are plotted in Figures 7 and 8, respectively.474
Given the estimated range of initial number of CT particles from auto-covariance analy-475
sis, we ran simulation tests by varying the mass each particle carries (mp) and found that476
the initial particles number of 4, 612 — on the lower-end of the range of 4, 000 to 12, 000477
— provided a good match of concentration profiles. The low end was derived based on478
ignoring the hole effect when integrating CT autocovariance, which may be a numerical479
artifact. In other words, the particle number is more closely associated with the estima-480
tion of positive correlation. The total number of initial sorbed CT particles was calculated481
as 27, 460 based on distribution coefficients at different layers [Dybas et al., 2002]. The482
number of nitrate particles within the influence area of the well field was calculated as483
2, 867, 400. The distribution of the initial particles was calculated from individual concen-484
trations at each MODFLOW model cell and the mass each particle carries (see details in485
Appendix C1). During the inoculation, 471 KC particles were added. The number of KC486
particles grew rapidly, especially in the attached phase, so that 100 days after inoculation487
approximately 1,760 detached and 76,000 attached KC particles were present in the model488
domain. In addition, the consumption of nitrate by the native flora was assumed to occur489
where the nutrient (acetate) and nitrate were both available. We also assumed, as did490
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Phanikumar et al. [2002], that the population of native flora is proportional to that of KC.491
The calculated number of microbe particles representing the native bacteria is described492
in Appendix C2. This is different from the simulation of the column experiment, where493
we assumed that the impact of native microbes was negligible because the column was494
flushed 4 weeks to achieve a denitrifying condition [Witt et al., 1999]. However, measure-495
ments of nitrate in the field suggested that the consumption rate of nitrate was beyond496
the capability of the limited amount of KC injected (see also [Phanikumar et al., 2005]).497
To account for the stochastic nature of the PTR method, we ran 50 simulations to498
obtain a smoothed curve for simulated concentrations, and plotted the mean ± one stan-499
dard deviation (Figs. 7 and 8). Based on the analysis of moving averages at randomly500
selected sampling times for all wells from the 50 realizations, we found that the relevant501
statistics of the simulations at most wells converged at around 30 to 40 realizations, as502
shown in Appendix E. Similar to the Br− breakthrough curves, good matches between503
measured and PTR simulated nitrate and CT are found in all the monitoring well loca-504
tions. Simulated concentrations from both models in the upper low K zone were generally505
lower than those of observations, especially at the depth of 13.7 m (45 ft), similar to the506
breakthrough curves of bromide, as shown in Figure 6. This implies that the preferential507
flow was not fully captured in the MODFLOW flow field, particularly in the low K zone.508
This under-prediction might also be due to the kriging method interpolating hydraulic509
conductivities, which smoothed the variability of K.510
As also shown in Figures 7 and 8, the standard deviation of the simulated results in511
some zones was relatively large. This is because the fast moving or easy reacting particles512
may or may not captured in the small counting bins (capture zone) of individual wells in513
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different model runs. The randomness of the numbers of particles reflects the imperfect514
mixing condition. If an infinite number of particles, which represents a complete mixing515
condition, were used for the simulation, the variance would be close to zero and we would516
expect results similar to the Eulerian model. In other words, the finite number of particles517
accounts for the degree of mixing in the site (Appendix D), which explains why the518
apparent reaction rate was more than one order of magnitude lower in the field than in519
the lab.520
The over-prediction of CT reaction rates by the RT3D model using laboratory-optimized521
rates was explained through the availability of electron acceptor and limitation of micro-522
bial growth at the field scale [Phanikumar et al., 2005]. These factors contribute to the523
overall process of reactants mixing at a range of scales. To match the field measure-524
ments, Phanikumar et al. [2005] increased the kinetic attachment value and lowered the525
CT degradation rate. In contrast, the PTR model did not adjust the kinetic parameters;526
instead, the number of particles, which represents the mass of solutes and biomass, as527
well as the variability of concentrations within a fixed volume, were estimated to account528
for the incomplete mixing [Benson et al., 2013].529
Moreover, attachment/detachment process combined with the difference of degradation530
capability between the mobile and immobile microbes were thought to lead to the increase531
in CT observed in the high conductivity layers for some wells after the post-inoculation532
decline (e.g., well 10-75 at 22.9 m (75 ft) depth) [Phanikumar et al., 2005]. Because only533
limited information is available for the difference of reaction rate constants between mobile534
and immobile bacteria, the reaction rates are assumed to be constant for both phases,535
as used in the RT3D model [Phanikumar et al., 2005]. During the inoculation period (2536
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hours), the attachment coefficient for bacteria was increased by one order of magnitude in537
Phanikumar et al. [2005]. In the PTR method, the attachment coefficient is kept constant538
and equal to the laboratory-measured values. We have assumed that 90% of the microbes539
are attached on the aquifer material during injection. This is consistent with previous540
studies on bacteria transport and field observations [Ding , 2010; Dybas et al., 2002].541
As shown in Figures 7 and 8, the biodegradation of CT and consumption of nitrate542
during the field-scale bioremediation are well-simulated using the PTR method with batch-543
scale parameters. The RMSE of the simulations from the two numerical models were544
calculated for both CT and nitrate. By this measure, The PTR method better predicted545
the CT concentration breakthrough curves in 23 of 25 wells (Fig. 7). On the other hand,546
the PTR method predicted a slower decline, or consumption rate, of nitrate. This is most547
likely because we assigned the numbers of particles based on the autocovariance of initial548
CT concentrations. To maintain stoichiometry, a very large number of nitrate particles549
were needed, which may or may not represent the spatial heterogeneity of the nitrate550
initial condition. The large number implies that nitrate consumption is not limited by551
mixing due to its high concentration and smoothness. This smoothness is reflected in the552
gradual overall breakthrough of nitrate in many wells in the PTR simulations. The PTR553
model results also show more high-frequency variability in the BTC, which represent the554
impact of re-circulation (pump/inject) process on the concentrations. On the contrary,555
the RT3D model provides smooth lines that could be the result of numerical dispersion556
(especially vertical mixing). The better nitrate RMSE fit is evenly split (12 to 13) between557
the two models.558
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5. Discussion and Conclusions
This study presents a series of novel developments, including the first implementation559
of complex reaction kinetics at the field-scale using a purely Lagrangian particle transport560
and reaction (PTR) code. The reasons for implementing such a code are primarily: 1)561
to avoid the spurious mixing that grid-based Eulerian algorithms can impart; and 2)562
represent subgrid velocity and concentration perturbations. The difficulty that grid-based563
codes have in accurately simulating the degree of mixing between chemical species is564
accurately handled by the particle methods [Benson et al., 2017; Herrera et al., 2017].565
The column experiment of CT biodegradation that was performed in support of the566
Schoolcraft field-scale experiment is simulated using the PTR method within RW3D. Ki-567
netics parameters from batch experiments were directly used in this method. The results568
are consistent with those from the PTR simulation using a Matlab code, as presented by569
Ding and Benson [2015]. Observed concentration profiles at 10 sampling ports at both570
day 2 and 26 were closely matched with most measurements within one standard deviation571
of the ensamble mean. This contrasts with Eulerian simulations of the columns, which re-572
quired reductions of CT degradation rate parameter from 2.70 to 0.189 L mg−1day−1 [Ding573
and Benson, 2015]. The column experiment simulation suggests that the PTR method574
within RW3D can simulate CT biodegradation, which involves processes of first-order,575
second-order, and Monod-type reactions, as well as attachment/detachment, growth and576
decay of biomass. The upscaling of mixing that accompanied moving to the column scale577
was handled by the particle method through the calibration of particle numbers. These578
numbers are dictated by the chemical autocovariance functions that were not measured579
at the beginning of the column test.580
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On the other hand, the statistics of the CT initial condition were measured at the581
Schoolcraft field site. The input files to RT3D from the study of Phanikumar et al. [2005]582
gave us an estimate of the covariance functions, and we calculated the initial particle583
numbers prior to PTR simulations of bioremediation.584
Before running those simulations, we simulated the transport of bromide tracer test at585
the Schoolcraft site using particle tracking (RW3D) and the same velocities as an RT3D586
model. The RW3D simulations matched Br− measurements with a longitudinal disper-587
sivity value of 0.03 m, which is about 3 times larger than that used in the RT3D model.588
Due to the lack of numerical dispersion that arises from transferring back and forth from589
Lagrangian and Eulerian schemes, the RW3D model better matches the breakthrough590
curves in most observation wells.591
Finally, we applied the PTR model to simulate the site bioremediation. The simulation592
involved the processes of solute and bacteria transport, attachment/detachment, growth593
and decay of biomass, as well as the reactions among CT, bacteria KC, electron donor (ac-594
etate), and electron acceptor (nitrate). The comparison between simulated and measured595
breakthrough curves at 25 monitoring well locations, as well as the comparison between596
RT3D and RW3D simulations, indicate that the PTR method can accurately simulate the597
field experiment without adjusting any parameters from the batch scale, particularly the598
CT biodegradation rate, which needed to be reduced by a factor of 22 in the RT3D model599
[Phanikumar et al., 2005]. However, the success of the PTR method requires accurate600
velocity fields and an accurate assessment of the spatial autocovariance of the reactant601
initial condition, because these factors are the primary controls of potential mixing and602
dictate the number of particles used in the domain.603
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We previously mentioned the large number of sites that have shown the scale effect of604
reaction rates. One source is chemical heterogeneity, especially subgrid or unrepresented605
fluctuations. Another source has gotten more recent attention: the ADRE contains only606
one term that must simultaneously account for both spreading and mixing of solutes (e.g.,607
Kapoor et al. [1998]; Battiato et al. [2009]; Le Borgne et al. [2010]; Dentz et al. [2011];608
Le Borgne et al. [2013]; de Anna et al. [2014]; Porta et al. [2016]). Only at the very609
smallest scales are these two quantities of similar magnitudes. As solutes encounter more610
heterogeneous Darcy velocities, the spreading grows faster than the local mixing. For the611
ADRE to accurately describe spreading, it must overpredict mixing and vice-versa: accu-612
rate representation of mixing will under-disperse solutes and place reactants in the wrong613
places. A corollary is that perfectly homogeneous sites (i.e., VAR(ln(K)→ 0)) would not614
suffer from this particular effect. A notable example of a reactive transport experiment in615
relatively homogeneous material is the petroleum hydrocarbon injection/biodegradation616
experiment in the Borden aquifer [Schirmer et al., 2000]. With VAR(ln(K)) = 0.244,617
Schirmer et al. [2000] were able to use laboratory-estimated M-M parameters in a finely-618
discretized field-scale model to accurately simulate aerobic degradation of injected con-619
taminants (under natural gradient conditions). For comparison, the Schoolcraft aquifer’s620
overall VAR(ln(K)) = 0.634, about 2.6 times greater than Borden’s. Because 2nd-order621
(including M-M) or higher reactions introduce a nonlinear amplification into any transport622
errors [Benson et al., 2017], we conclude that the scale effect due to velocity fluctuations623
will manifest at all but the most homogeneous sites. Going from VAR(ln(K)) = 0.244 to624
0.634 appears to have made a significant difference, although there were other differences625
in the two experiments that may have contributed, including aerobic versus anaerobic con-626
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ditions, small and relatively homogeneous injected contaminant volumes at the Borden627
site, and the natural-flow versus forced-recirculation conditions.628
In the present study, we used the original PTR method from [Benson and Meerschaert ,629
2008], which requires that all reactant particles carry the same amount of mass. Because630
of the large difference in concentrations of CT and nitrate, a very large number of ni-631
trate particles (≈ 3 million) were assigned in the simulation and thus it requires a large632
computational effort relative to the prior RT3D model (approximately 22 versus 4 hours633
on a 3.4 GHz i7-3770 processor with 24 Gb RAM). However, new PTR methods address634
the problem of large particle numbers and discrepancies, by either allowing particles to635
have variable mass [Bolster et al., 2016; Benson et al., 2017], allowing particles to carry636
multiple species [Benson and Bolster , 2016], or larger “footprints” by using kernels with637
optimal particle influence instead of the current Dirac-delta functions [Ferna`ndez-Garcia638
and Sanchez-Vila, 2011; Rahbaralam et al., 2015; Schmidt et al., 2017]. Much shorter com-639
putation times should be expected with these methods and a more rigorous benchmarking640
of the current study could be performed.641
In summary, the PTR method with RW3D is capable of simulating field-scale bioreme-642
diation with equal or better accuracy than traditional methods. Furthermore, the reaction643
parameters transfer from the smallest scale, separating the scale-dependence of reaction644
rates from the underlying source of reduced reaction: poor mixing at larger scales.645
Appendix A: Estimation of intial CT particle numbers (density)
Estimation of the CT autocovariance function is performed on the input files for RT3D,646
which has 39 non-zero layers. In the horizontal direction, the autocovariance is calculated647
individually in each layer using standard methods and assuming isotropy with respect to648
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lag separation. Data pairs were grouped in lag intervals (0 0.5), (0.5 1.5), (1.5 2.5), ...649
(23.5 24.5). A plot of each layer’s estimated autocovariance function versus radial lags is650
shown in figure A1. Also plotted is the layer-thickness weighted average autocovariance,651
which has a summed correlation function (which includes the “hole effect” of negatively652
correlated values) of l = 3.2 m. Ingoring the negative values gives a visual estimate of653
the correlation length on the order of 5 m. Extending to 2-d, it is safe to say that the654
2-d correlation volume is on the order of 10 to 30 m2. The total CT mean and variance655
within the non-zero layers in the RT3D input file are 0.0127 and 5.3× 10−5, respectively,656
so that the average initial particle density (see Paster et al. [2014] for a derivation) in the657
horizontal is ρ = C¯2/(σ2ld) ≈ 3/ld ≈ 0.3 to 0.1 particle per square meter. In the vertical,658
more noise was resolved, and the average autocovariance function has a 1-d correlation659
length of about 1.5 m (Fig. A2), so that the average particle density in the vertical660
direction is about 2 particles per meter.661
Appendix B: Modification on the ADRE-based model and differences in the
simulation
In the ADRE-based model in [Phanikumar et al., 2005], as listed in Eqs. 4, a correction662
factor [1− A/(KA + A)] was added to the bacteria decay term to account for the increase663
of decay rate at low nutrient concentration [Beeftink et al., 1990; Phanikumar et al., 2005].664
However, Beeftink et al. [1990] proposed this correction term because they considered the665
growth and decay of biomass together (or net growth) in their study. Moreover, during666
the bioremediation in the Schoolcraft field, the concentration of acetate was nearly three667
orders of magnitude higher than the half saturation constant (800 mg/L versus. 1 mg/L)668
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and acetate has been continuously added to the system, the correction term was always669
close to zero in the well field. This results in nearly no decay in the equation.670
To assess the effect of the modification from Eqs. 4 to Eqs. 5, we ran the RT3D model671
with both equations in parallel. As shown in Figures B1 and B2, the differences using672
these two equations were minor, especially at locations with high concentrations (lower673
part), RT3D simulations using the two equations were nearly overlapped. This is because674
the concentration of injected acetate (electron donor) was more than 20 times higher (800675
versus 30 mg/L) than that of nitrate (electron acceptor). Moreover, it is common in field676
bioremediation systems that more electron donor (e.g., acetate) than needed is added to677
promote the initiation of the reactions [Alexander , 1999; Dybas et al., 1998; Finneran678
et al., 2002; Anderson et al., 2003; Williams et al., 2011]. As reported by Witt et al.679
[1999] and Phanikumar et al. [2005], the concentration profile of acetate resembles that of680
Br−, even though a small amount of acetate is consumed during the reactive transport.681
Similarly, the correction factor applied to the detachment term has negligible effect on682
the simulations.683
Appendix C: Correlation of particle numbers with initial concentrations and
injections
C1. Initial concentrations
Initially, CT and nitrate were present in the groundwater system. In the PTR simula-684
tion, initial numbers of CT and nitrate particles were calculated based on the concentra-685
tions from the RT3D model and groundwater volumes.686
C1.1. CT in groundwater687
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The observed CT values were divided into six layers (28 − 15.5 m, 15.5 − 11.5 m,688
11.5− 8 m, 8− 5 m, 5− 2 m, and 2− 0 m bgs, respectively) and kriged as separate zones689
[Phanikumar et al., 2005].690
The RT3D model has the kriged CT initial concentrations (ci), which were used directly691
to calculate the number of particles at each MODFLOW/RT3D model cell. The total692
number of particles is based on the total mass of CT in groundwater, MCT :693
MCT =
r×n×l∑
i=1
ci · Vi · θ (C1)
where Vi = finite-difference cell volume; θ = porosity; r = number of rows in the model;694
n = number of columns in the model; and l = number of layers in the model. The total695
number of CT particles is pre-determined by the the autocovariance (Appendix A), i.e.,696
NCT is within the range of 4000 to 12, 000. Model simulations suggested that simulations697
with NCT = 4, 612 provided a reasonable match of measurements, so the the mass of each698
particle of each species is given by699
mp =
MCT
NCT
(C2)
The concentration of CT was from 0 to 0.00429 mg/L. The total mass was calculated as700
371.04 g. The mass within the influence area of the well field was about 73.3 g and the701
mass each particle carries is 0.016 g.702
C1.2. Sorbed CT703
The initial sorbed CT is assumed to be in equilibrium of aqueous CT. The distribution704
coefficients were reported vary with the depth, from 0.145 to 0.353 L/kg [Dybas et al.,705
2002; Phanikumar et al., 2005]. The numbers of sorbed CT particles are calculated from706
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the aqueous CT concentration and distribution coefficients at different depth.707
MSCT =
c ·Kd · ρb
θ
=
r×n×l∑
i=1
ci ·Kdl · ρb
θ
(C3)
The number of sorbed CT particles would be Eq. C4.708
NSCT =
MSCT
mp
(C4)
C1.3. Nitrate709
Initial nitrate concentrations were fairly constant across the region, the layer averaged710
concentrations were used for the current simulation. The number of particles used for711
initial nitrate in the system is calculated similarly as that of CT.712
NNitrate =
MNitrate
mp
=
S · V · θ
mp
(C5)
The concentration of nitrate at each layer are constant, thus, the calculation of mass is713
conducted on layers, instead of model cells. The concentrations were found ranging from714
21.62 mg/L to 44.25 mg/L from 10.6 m bgs to 27.4 m bgs. Linear interpolation is used to715
assign nitrate concentration to different layers. The mass of initial nitrate was calculated716
as 116, 514 g within a smaller influence zone of the well field with length of 41.43 m, width717
of 14.4 m, and the effective porosity of 0.3. Model tests indicated that a smaller zone for718
nitrate did not affect the simulation results due the uniform distribution of nitrate, but it719
saved the computational time.720
C2. Injected mass
During inoculation, at day 67, the concentrations of KC and acetate injected to the721
biocurtain were 106 CFU/mL and 800 ppm, respectively [Phanikumar et al., 2005]. Cer-722
tain numbers of particles were simulated to be injected based on the fluxes of injection723
and the addition of constituents.724
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The injection contained the concentrations of KC at 106 CFU/mL, while 1 CFU/ mL725
is approximately equal to 1.67×10−7 ppm for strain KC [Phanikumar et al., 2002], thus,726
the concentration of KC in the injection was 0.167 mg/L.727
The total number of KC particles added to the injection wells is given by:728
NKC =
MKC
mp
=
E ·Qinj · t
mp
=
∑15
i=1
∑2
j=1Ei,j ·Qinji,j · tj
mp
, (C6)
where MKC = mass of KC injected through the inoculation, Qinj,j = volume of groundwa-729
ter injected to well i at period j, and tj is the duration of injection at period j. The time730
steps 45 and 47 had the duration of 0.05555 and 0.04514 day, respectively, with injection731
volumes were approximately 12 m3 and 9.75 m3, respectively. The number of acetate732
particles is proportional to the nitrate particles based on the ratio of concentrations in733
the injection of re-circulation processes, which were 800 mg/L for acetate and 30 mg/L734
for nitrate. After inoculation, acetate concentration injected were one order-of-magnitude735
lower, 80 mg/L.736
C3. Consumption of Nitrate by indigenous microflora
The consumption of nitrate by the native flora was assumed to occur where acetate was737
available. The consumption is represented with parameter γ. Even though endogenous738
respiration is the process by which microbes consume cell reserves in the absence of an739
electron donor (acetate) and continue to use an electron acceptor (nitrate), we use the740
same assumption that Phanikumar et al. [2002] made, which states that the population741
of native flora is proportional to that of KC.742
Phanikumar and Hyndman [2003] estimated the γ term as 18.89 day−1. Based on743
the model of nitrate consumption in Phanikumar et al. [2005], the proportion of native744
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flora over KC is related to the ratio of γ over µmax/Yn. Given the laboratory-obtained745
specific growth rate (nitrate utilization rate), µmax = 3.11day
−1, and the yield for nitrate,746
Yn = 0.25 mg cells/mg substrate. The population of native microflora would be 4.554747
times greater than KC.748
Appendix D: Perturbation analysis
We adopt the methodology of deAnna et al. [2011], Tartakovsky et al. [2012], and Paster749
et al. [2014] to examine the components of the ADRE that contribute to reduced effective750
reaction rates and to assess whether the Lagrangian method is an appropriate tool to sim-751
ulate these components. Assume that the ADRE with bimolecular reaction has random752
components v, CA, and CB with means denoted by overbars and zero-mean fluctuations753
denoted by primes. For simplicity we assume that the local dispersion is relatively con-754
stant:755
∂(C¯i + C
′
i)
∂t
= −∇ · [(v¯ + v′)(C¯i + C ′i) +D∇(C¯i + C ′i)]− k(C¯A + C ′A)(C¯B + C ′B). (D1)
Taking the ensemble mean,756
∂Ci
∂t
= −∇ · [vCi −D∇Ci + v′C ′i]− k(CACB + C ′AC ′B). (D2)
So to first order, the new terms relative to the ADRE are a macrodispersion term and a757
modification of the macroscopic reaction rate by the concentration cross-covariance as in758
the case of purely diffusive transport [Tartakovsky et al., 2012; Paster et al., 2014]. It is759
worth discussing each of the terms on the right hand side of (D2) with respect to “subgrid”760
quantities. The mean advection and local dispersion of the of the mean concentration761
(the first and second terms) as well as the reaction of the mean concentrations (the762
fourth term) are the only terms solved at a grid scale by typical Eulerian transport codes.763
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Particle methods also represent these mean velocities and mean concentrations. However,764
the subgrid velocity perturbations are also solved by particles [Herrera et al., 2017], i.e.,765
velocities are interpolated between grid velocities to particles depending on their position766
within a cell [LaBolle et al., 1996]. Therefore, shear, compression and dilation (all of767
which contribute to mixing and reaction [de Barros et al., 2012; Engdahl et al., 2014])768
can be tracked by particles within cells. Furthermore, properly defined, the particles can769
also represent concentration perturbations at any scale as demonstrated by Paster et al.770
[2014] and Schmidt et al. [2017]. It is also worth noting that no study has examined the771
solution of (D2) by particles in the most general cases, but several have looked at simpler772
systems where the velocity perturbations are known functions of space. In particular,773
Porta et al. [2012a] examined Poiseuille flow in which v′ is parabolic across an aperture,774
and Porta et al. [2012b, 2013] did numerical volume averaging in an idealized unit cell.775
The former study showed that the particle method was an accurate simulator of the776
volume-averaged reacting system. The latter study showed that naively upscaled ADRE777
equations will follow the reaction-rate scaling that we seek to eliminate by representing778
subgrid fluctuations. To isolate the term that modifies the reaction rate in (D2), first779
subtract the mean from the total equation:780
∂C ′i
∂t
= −∇·[vC ′i+v′Ci+v′C ′i+v′C ′i−D∇C ′i]+kC ′AC ′B−k(CAC ′B+CBC ′A+C ′AC ′B). (D3)
Now take (D3) for i = A multiplied by C ′B and add to (D3) for i = B multiplied by C
′
A.781
Discarding third-order in perturbation terms and using fluid incompressibility yields782
∂C ′AC
′
B
∂t
= −v · ∇C ′AC ′B +D∇2C ′AC ′B − C ′Bv′ · ∇CA − C ′Av′ · ∇CB − 2D∇C ′B · ∇C ′A
−k(CAC ′2B + CBC ′AC ′B + CBC ′2A + CAC ′AC ′B).(D4)
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Define g = C ′AC
′
B, fA = C
′2
A and fB = C
′2
B and taking the ensemble average of (D3)783
gives784
∂g
∂t
= −v · ∇g +D∇2g − C ′Bv′ · ∇CA − C ′Av′ · ∇CB − 2D∇C ′B · ∇C ′A
−k(CAfB + CBg + CBfA + CAg). (D5)
Similarly for fi (i = A,B); j = (B,A)785
∂fi
∂t
= −v · ∇fi +D∇2fi − 2C ′iv′ · ∇Ci − 2D∇C ′i · ∇C ′i
−2k(Cig + Cjfi). (D6)
It was this system of equations, with v¯ = v′ = 0, that was solved by Paster et al. [2014]786
both analytically and with the particle method. They showed that the particle method was787
more accurate in that case because it does not throw out any higher-order terms (required788
for analytic closure). The interesting aspect of (D5) and (D6) is that the concentration789
auto- and cross-covariances follow an advection-diffusion equation with additional “macro-790
mixing” terms. Classic long-term closures for the terms C ′iv′ for conservative tracers are791
often assumed to take the form Dmacro∇Ci [Taylor , 1953; Gelhar et al., 1979]. Inclusion792
of these types of terms would lead to additional terms of the form Dmacro∇Ci · ∇Cj,793
which have been shown to represent the local mixing of constituents i and j [Le Borgne794
et al., 2010]. It is also worth noting that an attempt to analytically quantify the relative795
contributions of the various terms in (D5) and (D6), which dictate the evolution of g and796
deviations of the overall reaction rate (from (D2)), will depend in complex and spatially797
variable ways according to local Peclet and Damkohler numbers as well as the initial798
conditions of g and fi.799
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To summarize, (D5) and (D6) show that concentration perturbations’ auto- and cross-800
covariance are advected, dispersed, macro-mixed, micro-mixed, and source/sinked in a801
coupled manner. The evolution of the cross-covariance, which is responsible for the de-802
creased overall reaction rate in (D2) is non-stationary and may be difficult to close ac-803
curately in an analytic sense. But prior (and separate) work has shown that the particle804
method can simulate all of the terms in these equations.805
Appendix E: Plots of moving averages of the simulations
Because of the stochastic nature of the PTR simulation, a number of realizations were806
conducted to plot the average and standard deviation. In this study, we ran 50 simulations.807
To verify if the 50 realizations were sufficient to represent the stable conditions, we plotted808
the moving averages of nitrate concentration from the 50 realizations at three different809
times: before (day 30), during (day 72), and after (day 122) the injection and re-circulation810
process. In consideration of different average values at different wells, we plotted the811
ratio of difference between moving average and final average over final average: (Cm −812
Cave)/Cave; where Cm is the moving average at realization m, Cave is the average for all 50813
realizations. As the graphs shown, the average of the simulations at most wells converged814
at around 30− 40 realizations. Therefore, the selection of 50 realizations was reasonable815
regarding to the average condition and the results were deemed stable and convergent.816
As also shown in the figure C1, the variations of (Cm − Cave)/Cave for day 30 and 72817
were small, generally < 10%, while the variation at the late stage were larger (figure C1c).818
This is because the average concentration at day 122 was as low as 0.08 mg/L, which is819
represented by only a few particles. In different model realizations, the particles may or820
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may not captured in the small counting bins of individual wells. In fact, the variation of821
average concentration was small.822
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Figure 1. a) Location of the project site in Michigan, USA; b) Prior MODFLOW and
RT3D model domain, finite-difference cells, and coordinate system (after [Phanikumar
et al., 2005]); c) Delivery wells of the bioaugmentation system (D1 to D15), and multi-
level monitoring wells 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 20.
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Figure 2. Kriged hydraulic conductivity field in the model domain.
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Figure 3. Interpolated (kriged) initial CT concentrations within the model domain.
The autocovariance of these RT3D inputs guide the density of CT particles placed in the
PTR model simulations.
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Figure 4. Flow chart of PTR simulation of substrate S and biomass E reactions in
the aqueous phase. For each time step, the particles go through the series of reaction
process (2a)-(2d), including the biodegradation of CT, as described in Section 3.3, P1, P2,
P3, and P4 in the chart represent the probability for the specific step. The attachment
and detachment process and growth and decay of biomass are simulated as elementary
steps. The locations of particles are updated via RW3D model based on the locations of
particles and the flow field around the particles, as described in Section 3.4.
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Table 1. Elementary steps of the reactions
Step Equation Parameter
Adsorption of CT c→ cS kads 1
Desorption of CT cS → c kdes
Attachment of mobile bacteria KC 2 E → X katt
Detachment of immobile bacteria KC 2 X → E kdet
Nitrate binds to mobile bacteria S + E → ES ks 3
Nitrate binds to immobile bacteria S +X → XS ks 3
CT biodegradation by mobile bacteria c+ E → P 4 k′
CT biodegradation by immobile bacteria c+X → P 4 k′
Bacteria biodegrade adsorbed CT cS + E → P 4 k′
Intermediate ES reverts to nitrate and mobile KC ES → S + E kr
Intermediate XS reverts to nitrate and immobile KC XS → S +X kr
Transformation of ES and growth of mobile KC ES → (1 + Y )E + p 5 kc
Transformation of XS and growth of immobile KC XS → (1 + Y )X + p 5 kc
Decay of mobile bacteria KC E → 0 kdec
Decay of immobile bacteria KC X → 0 kdec
1 The rate is calculated based on the fraction of exchange sites and distribution coefficient.
Linear isotherm is assumed.
2 Indigenous microflora are assumed to have the same steps as KC.
3 The reaction rates involving indigenous microflora are calculated based on the ratio of
γ and µmax in Eq. (5).
4 P represents the product of CT biodegradation.
5 Y is the growth yield of biomass, and p is the products of nitrate transformation.
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Figure 5. Measured (symbols) and simulated (lines with error bars) concentrations
at day 2 and day 26 using RW3D and experiments from Witt et al. [1999]. (a) Carbon
tetrachloride (CT) and (b) Nitrate. The lines with error bars are means plus and minus
one standard deviation of 150 simulations using the PTR method implemented in RW3D.
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Table 2. Laboratory Measured and ADRE Model Fitted Parameters for CT Biodegra-
dation.
Parameter Symbol Units Batch Value Column-Fitted Field-Fitted
Biodegradation rate k′ L mg−1 d−1 2.70 0.189 0.121
Maximum specific growth rate µmax d
−1 3.11 3.11 3.11
Nitrate utilization by mi-
croflora
γ d−1 0.0 18.89 18.89
Microbial decay rate kdecay d
−1 0.1 a 0.13 0.00016 b
Attachment coefficient katt d
−1 – 0.9 0.9 / 9 c
Detachment coefficient kdet d
−1 – 0.018 0.04
Growth yield for nitrate Yn – 0.25 0.25 0.25
Growth yield for biomass Ynd – 0.46 0.46 0.46
Half saturation coefficient of ni-
trate
Km mg/L 12.0 12.0 12.0
Binding rate constant kf L mg
−1 d−1 0.36 d – –
a The value is from literature, as noted in Phanikumar, 2002.
b The decay rate was converted from Eq. 4 to first-order decay rate in Eq. 5 by
multiplying the acetate correction factor for comparison.
c 10 times higher attachment coefficient was used during the inoculation period
([Phanikumar et al., 2005]).
d This rate, calculated from [Tatara et al., 1993], is used only in elementary
reaction steps but not in the Monod equation.
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Figure 6. Measured and simulated breakthrough curves of Bromide. The symbols are
measured concentrations; the blue lines are simulations using RT3D, and the green lines
with error bars are simulated results from RW3D model. The error bars are plus/minus
one standard deviation from 50 realizations. Bold, dashed numbers denote well and
sampling depth (ft bgs). The numbers on the left are the RMSE from RT3D model and
RW3D model compared to the measurements, respectively. The right side labels are the
mass recovery from measurements, RT3D, and RW3D, respectively. The sub-figures in
which the PT simulations match better than, or equal to, those of ADRE-type model are
highlighted in yellow.
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Figure 7. Measured and simulated breakthrough curves of CT. The circles are the
measured concentrations, the blue lines are simulations using RT3D, and the green lines
with error bars are the means plus/minus one standard deviation from 50 simulations
of the PTR method in RW3D. Bold, dashed numbers denote well and sampling depth
(ft bgs). Numbers reflect RMSE differences between modeled and measured normalized
concentrations, and wells with better PTR simulations are given a yellow background.
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Figure 8. Measured and simulated breakthrough curves of nitrate. The circles are
the measured concentrations in five wells at five depths, the blue lines are simulations
using RT3D, and the green lines with error bars are the means plus/minus one standard
deviation from 50 simulations of the PTR method in RW3D. Bold, dashed numbers denote
well and sampling depth (ft bgs). Numbers reflect RMSE differences between modeled
and measured normalized concentrations, and wells with better PTR simulations are given
a yellow background.
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Figure A1. Estimated horizontal autocovariance functions in each of 39 non-zero layers
from the initial CT concentrations from the RT3D file [Phanikumar et al., 2005]. The
thickness weighted average of the layers is shown with a thick black line.
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Figure A2. Estimated vertical autocovariance functions for CT in the entire model
domain using the initial CT concentrations from the RT3D file [Phanikumar et al., 2005].
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Figure B1. RT3D-simulated breakthrough curves of CT using Eqs.4 and 5. Symbols
are the measured concentrations; the black solid lines are RT3D simulations using Eqs.4,
and the green dotted lines are simulated results from RT3D model using Eqs. 5. Bold,
dashed numbers denote well and sampling depth (ft bgs). Subplots for individual wells
are the same locations as in Figures 7 and 8
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Figure B2. RT3D-simulated breakthrough curves of nitrate using Eqs.4 and 5. Symbols
are the measured concentrations; the black solid lines are RT3D simulations using Eqs.4,
and the green dashed lines are simulated results from RT3D model using Eqs. 5. Bold,
dashed numbers denote well and sampling depth (ft bgs). Subplots for individual wells
are the same locations as in Figures 7 and 8
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Figure C1. The ratio of the difference between moving average (Cm) and final average
(Cave) over final average of nitrate concentrations at 25 well locations at days 30 (a),
72 (b), and 122 (c), which correspond to before, during, and after the injection process,
respectively.
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